The Reach Centre
Arc's wellbeing hub for individuals experiencing homelessness
Arc's Reach Centre offers a safe, professional and clinical space for multi-agency use, allowing for a
provision of services to be offered and easily accessed by the local homeless community, including those
who are rough sleeping. Our aim is to provide a hub to assist with health and wellbeing through
partnership working. The Reach Centre includes a GP Clinic and Treatment Room, alongside 6 multipurpose rooms which are suitable for meetings, training, workshops and more. A short description of our
rooms are included below. Each room has been set up to provide a variety of options for use, but please
get in touch if you have specific requirements and we will be able to advise. All of our wellbeing hub
rooms have access to wi-fi, bathroom and kitchen facilities.

Room 1

Room 2
An informal meeting area
with a three seater sofa
and two arm chairs. There
is a wall mounted screen,
suitable for projecting from
a laptop.

Room 4

Room 3
Suitable for 1-to-1
appointments, as well as
offering a small desk space,
and a wall mounted screen
for presentations.

Room 5

Perfect for multiple
laptop/device users,
Room 4 has a worktopstyle seating arrangement
for 3 people, as well as
space behind for
additional seating.

Room 6
Seating for up to 4 people
for small, casual meetings.

GP Surgery

Ideal for counselling type
services, this room has a
comfortable 1-to-1 seating
arrangement . A wall
mounted screen is
available for presenting
from a laptop.

Two clinical rooms
specifically designed to
offer healthcare and
medical type services. A
treatment room (right
image) comprising of an
examination couch, privacy
screen, desk, and medical
waste disposal facilities. A
second room comprises of
a desk and a 1-to-1 seating
area. There is a small
seated waiting area for
these rooms.

Meeting room with table
seating 6, comprising of
flip board facilities and
room space for additional
guests.

CONTACT AND BOOKING
To discuss your needs, or to arrange
a booking at the Reach Centre,
please contact Lindley House on
01823 254557, or email Mary at
mrichardson@arcinspire.co.uk or
Charlie at clee@arcinspire.co.uk

